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1.0 THE VISION
Eastrop Park will continue to be one of Basingstoke’s premier destinations, providing
opportunities for recreation and relaxation to all sections of resident and visitor communities
within an environment that demonstrates high quality, well maintained contemporary design
focused around the natural beauty of the River Loddon.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 The Aim of the Management Plan
The aim of this management plan (‘the Plan’) is to provide an integrated approach to the
maintenance and management of Eastrop Park. It aims to ensure the provision of a good
quality space that is accessible and well connected to the surrounding area, multi-functional,
attractive and appealing, safe, bio-diverse and is of benefit to the community.
2.2 Purpose of the Management Plan
The purpose of this document is to set out guidelines for the future management of Eastrop
Park (‘the Park’) shown edged red on Figure 2. It is intended that this plan sets out a coordinated approach to be used by Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council (BDBC) to guide
maintenance and management decisions and future priorities of the Park. BDBC officers, the
Police, the Environment Agency, Hampshire Highways and Hampshire Biodiversity Information
Centre (HBIC) were consulted on the production of this plan which was achieved through
meetings, and through individuals supplying information for inclusion.
2.3 Period of the Plan
The plan covers a period of 10 years, 2016 to 2026. Progress will be reviewed periodically by
BDBC, interested parties and community groups to ensure that it is up to date.
2.4 Structure of the Plan
The Plan takes into account the relevant national/local policies and corporate priorities of the
council. The assessment and analysis section of the Plan includes criteria used by Keep
Britain Tidy’s ‘Green Flag’ award scheme which is a nationally acknowledged benchmark,
providing a minimum standard for good quality parks. Full details of the criteria can be found at
http://greenflagaward.org/judges/judging-criteria/
In terms of the overall structure, the Plan is set out as follows;








The vision for the park.
Policies and corporate priority context affecting the park.
A description and summary detailing the features of the park and its immediate
environs.
An assessment of the park and analysis of features, outlining areas for improvement.
The aims and objectives for the park in order to achieve the vision.
Action plan setting out how the objectives will be achieved.
Programmes of work.
How the actions and plan will be monitored and reviewed.
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3.0 THE POLICY CONTEXT FOR THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

There are numerous international, national and regional strategies, policies and Acts of
Parliament which are relevant to the management of publically owned land. Below is a list of
the relevant local documents. More extensive details and links can be found in appendix 1
and on the council website http://www.basingstoke.gov.uk/councilplan.











The Council Plan 2013-17
Green Infrastructure Strategy 2013-2029
Living Landscapes 2014-2017
Tree Strategy 2014
Tree Policy 2012
Pride in our Place – The Community Strategy 2011-2026
Climate Change Strategy 2014
Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation 2012-2025
Sustainability Policy 2014
Procurement and Management Strategy 2013-2017
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4.0 DESCRIPTION
Eastrop Park is a Green Flag award winning, flagship Park in the centre of Basingstoke;
serving the following uses:







An attractive thoroughfare.
A quiet sitting out space close to the town centre.
Recreation space for local residents and visitors including child’s play.
Relaxation space for office works and visitors to the town.
An area of horticultural interest along the River Loddon with water as the central theme.
A performing arts space and family events space.
4.1 Location – Eastrop Park SU646 523

Figure 1 Eastrop Park, Eastrop Way, Basingstoke

The park is one of a number of open spaces on the main east-west corridor through the town,
along with Glebe Gardens, Victory Park and King George V Playing Fields which all broadly
follow the route of the River Loddon through Basingstoke town centre.
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4.2 Landform and Drainage
The soil type is shallow loam over chalk.
The most significant feature within the park is the River Loddon and clay-lined boating lakes.
During the construction of the town centre in the 1960s, the river was diverted underground reemerging in Eastrop Park to the east and flowing eventually into the River Thames. Lower
Brook that once fed into the Loddon is now culverted under Churchill Way West and runs
under the park under the from the footbridge to Basing View and under the play park where it
joins the main river channel (figure 2). The river thorough the park was canalised when the
park was first laid out.
The boating lakes are fed via flow controlled culverts from Lower Brook culvert, as shown on
figure 2, with stop valves to control the water in and out when required. The model boating
lake ultimately empties back into the main river Loddon culvert where it remerges to the west
of the park.
The paddling pool is fed and discharged via mains water.
Much of the park sits on a flood plain and regularly floods in periods of heavy rainfall.

4.3 Land Use – the site and surrounding area
The site
Eastrop Park is approximately 6ha and lies in a shallow valley immediately to the east of
Basingstoke town centre. It is typical of its time incorporating boating lakes and a paddling
pool, a play area, and a performance area in the more formal centre and with more informal
areas to the east and west.
The vegetation in the park is varied in character and age. There are mature trees throughout
the park mainly deciduous and native in character. Hedges run along the northern and
southern boundaries and pockets of formal floral displays and ornamental planting are
grouped around the boating lakes. Mature trees and ornamental shrubs line the western
stretch of the River Loddon and cycle way from the town centre; however planting is more
natural towards the eastern end of the park featuring a variety of native wetland species.
The surrounding area (see figure 2)
The park is located close to the town centre, the rural fringe and the business district, bounded
by Churchill Way East to the north, and Eastrop Way to the South, links to the shopping centre
to the west Basing Fen and the historic village of Old Basing to the East. The residential areas
of Eastrop and Riverdene are across Eastrop Way and the business area of Basing View is
linked via a footbridge across Churchill Way East. Views of the multi-storey buildings of
Basing View, which are modern in style with glass and brick facades, have a significant impact
on the character of the park.
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Aerial view
showing
surround
area and
vegetation
cover
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4.4 Buildings and recreational infrastructure
The park includes the following facilities


Boathouse and Kiosk open fulltime during the school holidays and at
weekends from Easter to September



Events canopy



Boating Lake



Model Boating Lake



Paddling Pool and pump house




Children’s Play Area (including a wheelchair swing birds nest swing
and activity boards for disability access).
Nature Area with pond dipping platform



Fitness Trail



Horticultural Features



Tree and Heritage Trail



Public Toilets with facilities for families and people with disabilities



Two Car Parks



Grounds maintenance depot

4.5 Right of Way, Footpaths and Trails
There are two trails traveling through the park, following the Sustrans cycle route. Both
link the park with the wider countryside and encourage visitors to visit a network of parks
and open spaces along the way.
The Canal Heritage Footpath https://www.basingstoke.gov.uk/content/doclib/42.pdf
Basing Heritage Trail http://www.hants.gov.uk/rh/walking/basing-trail.pdf

4.6 Access
General access to Eastrop Park


Signage



Cars
Visitors arrive by car from Eastrop Way and can park in one of two car parks as
shown in figure 2.



Vehicular
Authorised access onto the park is available through the car parks.
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Pedestrians
The park provides access for people traveling to and from the town centre, the
residential areas, Basing View and Old Basing. Access from the town centre was
improved in 2003 with the construction of a modern concourse area and water
features to provide a link between the new shopping centre and the park. Access
from Basing View is via a footbridge across Churchill Way.



Cycles
National cycle network route 23 runs through the park connecting Festival Place
and Old Basing.



Public transport
The park is a five minute walk from the bus station or the Eastrop Lane bus stop.
The Cango bus travels through the adjacent Riverdene estate, with a stop by the
YMCA hostel in Eastrop Way beside the Park.

On-Site Accessibility
There is a network of hard surface footpaths around the park, connecting all the entrances
and allowing for multi-user navigation.

4.7 Tenure or legal basis of ownership / management / link to designations
Tenure
The park has been owned by the council since its creation in the early 1970’s.
Management
The following are all managed by the council. Details of the responsible teams are given
in appendix 2 and will be updated if required during the plan review:







Tree management and inspection for issues of health and safety every 6 years.
Property management.
Management planning of the park.
Street cleansing, safety checks and grounds maintenance.
Developing and supporting community groups and general community engagement
and volunteer activities.
Car Park management.

Footpaths
All footpaths and street lighting are owned and maintained by Hampshire County Council.
Designations
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There are no designations for Eastrop Park.
5.0 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES
5.1 Summary of Cultural & Heritage Value
5.1.1 Historical Background
The name Eastrop has a Saxon origin. The land running along the Loddon Valley east of
Basingstoke was given the name Easthorp, the eastern settlement, which later became
Eastrop.
In AD 945 King Edmund the Elder gave the Eastrop water meadows to Alfred of
Marlborough. Alfred built a manor house, a chapel and a farm in the east fields.
The Doomsday survey of Basingstoke in 1085 noted that here were three water mills sited
along the Loddon Valley. One is presumed to have been in the now Eastrop Park, as the
remains of a mill were found at the point where the green bank supports the footbridge,
linking the path to the office blocks in Basing View with the mill pond lying in the same
location as the boating lake. A second mill is said to have been located near the west end
of the park and the third further west along the valley.
In 1794 the Basingstoke canal was built. Starting at the wharf in Basingstoke the canal ran
through Eastrop to join the Wey Navigation at Byfleet. This transport route provided an
economical way of transporting agricultural goods from Hampshire into London and the
return trip included bulky goods such as coal and fertilizers (much needed materials for an
expanding market town and its environs.

Figure 3 Basingstoke Canal Flowing under Eastrop Bridge that once crossed the canal at the end of Eastrop
Lane
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Over the following centuries very little changed. Eastrop remained separate from
Basingstoke until 1892 when it passed from the rural district to the urban district.
It was during the early 20th century that the canal began to decline as road and rail links
improved. In 1920, the roof of the Greywell Tunnel collapsed and eventually the canal
became a truncated stretch of green water. The canal was in filled during the 1930s and
remains closed as far as Up Nately.
A few willow trees that grew beside the canal still remain today and can be spotted along
Eastrop Way near the allotment site. The ancient boundary hedge, mainly hawthorn, which
used to run along the canal, now runs along the southern edge of the park.
In 1970 Eastrop Park was laid out as part of
the new town development. Immediately
prior to this it had remained as water
meadows but had included urban fringe uses
such as being a location for a caravan park.
The new park was welcomed as an
additional area of open space with the water
features being a special attraction.

Figure 4 The development of the new park

5.1.2 Cultural Features
All traces of the original River Loddon, Eastrop Bridge and Basingstoke Mill that once
stood on the site of the park disappeared when the new town centre was developed and
the park was laid out. The only remaining clue to the previous land use is the hawthorn
hedge that once ran along the canal towpath.
5.1.3 Art
A Sustrans Millennium Time Trail cast iron milepost sits by the main entrance to the park,
from car park 1 indicating the opening of a new section of the 8,000 mile national Cycle
Network. The milepost was designed by John Mills, entitled The Fossil Tree taking the
form of an abstract tree with relief imagery of fossils depicting the passage of time from
early primitive creatures to the ultimate demise of fossil fuel driven technology.
5.1.4 Aesthetic Features
The key aesthetic features include the mature tree specimens, in particular those depicted
on the tree trail and the mature willows on the bank of the Loddon.
https://www.basingstoke.gov.uk/content/page/35374/Eastrop%20Tree%20Trail.pdf
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Figure 5 Boating Lake fountain at night

Figure 7 Norway Maple avenue

Additional features include the River Loddon, particularly where the setting becomes more
natural towards the eastern end of the park, the horticultural displays add colour and
interest all year round and the boating lake fountains provide a fantastic audio and visual
display, especially when they are lit at night. A formal avenue of Norway Maples, under
planted with spring bulbs forms an attractive feature along the northern footpath along the
eastern end of the path.

5.2 Summary of the Sites Ecological and Nature Conservation Features
5.2.1 Designations
There are no biodiversity designations for Eastrop Park.
5.2.2 Habitats type details
A HBIC survey carried out in 2014 shows that the boating lakes have formed interesting
spring head pool habitats which are scheduled for further investigation in 2016. The
majority of the park is described as improved grassland with no conservation concern,
however the land was situated on a floodplain, which is considered a BAP priority habitat
although the floodplain through Eastrop Park is heavily modified and fragmented as a
result of river culvert.
Being a chalk stream, The River Loddon is also a priority habitat in its natural form.
The hedgerows surrounding the park are a valuable habitat feature.
5.2.3 Species – Flora & fauna
The full list of flora is identified in the HBIC survey in appendix 3, however there are no
notable species found within the park.
There are no other notable bird, mammal, invertebrate or reptile species recorded within
the park.
5.2.4 Alien & Invasive Species
There are currently no recorded alien or invasive species within the park.
14
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5.3 Main Users and Recreational Value
5.3.1 Site Users, Patterns of Use, Attitudes & Behaviours
Previous visitor surveys and anecdotal evidence demonstrate that Eastrop Park is
considered to be a town wide facility with visitors frequently traveling some distance to
specifically visit the park from a culturally diverse cross section of society.
A visitor survey was carried out in November 2015 and two surveys are scheduled for
2016.

















5.3.2 Stakeholders: User Groups, Tenants, Franchises and Private
Business Operators
Basingstoke Heritage Society
Health Walkers
Local residents
Riverdene Residents Association
External Catering provider
Basingstoke Arts Club
Geocaching Club
World Party in the Park organisers
The Roger Morris Community Centre
National Cycle Network
Hampshire Constabulary
Public
Basingstoke Model Boat Club http://www.basingstokembc.co.uk/
Local Scouts and Guides groups
Basingstoke Art Club

5.3.3 Community Involvement
In the past, community volunteers have had some involvement in Eastrop Park, taking part
in litter picks and wild flower plug planting events, but the park does not have a regular
‘Friend’s’ group.
The Basingstoke Heritage Society and more recently the Canal Society are actively
involved in the implementation and up-keep of the Basingstoke Canal footpath that runs
through Eastrop Park and the Basingstoke Tree Wardens are responsible for the
development and upkeep of the tree trail.
This year the council have started a Youth and Conservation project, aiming to get more
young people involved in conservation. Family taster sessions are programmed to run in
Eastrop Park in 2016 with a view to develop the group further in line with public feedback
from the event.
The Basingstoke Model Boat Club is a very popular, well established club that have long
been a valued stakeholder in Eastrop Park. They meet twice a week and have becoming
15
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an important attraction in their own right. They are always happy to lend a hand in park
events.
5.3.4 Events
The park regularly hosts a number of very successful free, family events throughout the
year. These include:


World Party in the Park
This annual event has been running for five years with an average attendance of
4000 people. Funded by the Lottery and Arts Council the event is organised by an
external committee in partnership with a number of key bodies including the council,
Festival Place, Anvil Arts and Hampshire Constabulary. The aim of the event is to
bring the World to Basingstoke for a day to celebrate world cultures and to promote
art, culture, and cuisine.



Love Parks Week
Last summer the council ran pond dipping events during Love Parks week attended
by 80 children. There was also a model boat ‘make a boat, sail a boat’ session
involving approximately 100 children.



Family Play Day
These are always very well attended with a year on year increase. Figures for 2015
were estimated to be in the region of 4000 attendees. Activities included:
o Pond dipping – attended by about 300 people over the course of the day.
o Green tent – games, park eye spy –100 people.
o Pop up play – creation of the final Tree of Life, started during Love Parks –
approximately 100 people.
o Make a boat, sail a boat – involving roughly 200 people.



Summer bands program
There were 8 summer bands concerts in 2015, taking place between 7 June – 2
August. The feedback received from the bands that take part is always positive. It is
a very popular venue for bands and each year the council receives more
applications to play than there are dates available. It’s difficult to give attendance
numbers, because in the summer the park is busy but there are certainly a number
of those at each concert that visit specifically to see the bands.



Weekly health walks.
There are three walks going from Eastrop Park boathouse on a Monday including a
slow, medium and fast walk to accommodate all levels of fitness and ability.
Depending on the weather there are regularly 40-60 walkers. Each bank holiday
there is a big combined walk.
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People wishing to hold public events can find information and application forms on the
council website:
http://www.basingstoke.gov.uk/browse/leisure-and-culture/events/Event+Applications.htm
5.3.5 Open Space Promotion
Available Information
There is a lot of information available online regarding the park, both official and as a result
of customer recommendations.
http://www.basingstoke.gov.uk/eastropimprovements
http://www.greenflagaward.org/park-summary/?ParkID=393
http://www.destinationbasingstoke.co.uk/directory/eastrop-park/
http://www.worldparty.co.uk/index.html
http://www.ideasforthekids.co.uk/attraction.aspx?attID=de3608c8-8572-45dd-8d503b1421f5c5a4
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Attraction_Review-g187054-d8141332-ReviewsEastrop_Park-Basingstoke_Hampshire_England.html
http://www.childfriendly.co.uk/family-days-out/england/hampshire/basingstoke/eastroppark/
http://www.walk4life.info/walk/eastrop-park-and-war-memorial-park-self-guided-trail
Interpretation at the eastern and western entrances and notice boards by the play area
provide information on facilities and events to visitors on-site.
All major events are promoted in local papers, local radio and via leaflets and posters in
local hotspots.

5.4 Summary of Operational Practices
5.4.1 Healthy, Safe and Secure
The Park and its features are regularly inspected by council officers to ensure user safety.
Section 9 shows scheduled tasks and inspections that are carried out on site. Regular
patrols are carried out by the Police and Community Safety officers, numerous times a
day, to address issues of alcohol and drug abuse and other forms of antisocial behaviour.
Byelaws
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There are a number of byelaws that apply to the site to support and encourage appropriate
use of the area. These are presently not displayed on site, but are available on the
council’s website.
Risk Assessments
Maintenance operatives are all LANTRA or NPTC (see Glossary for details) trained in the
correct use and maintenance of equipment, and risk assessments are undertaken and
followed accordingly. All chemicals and fuel are stored off-site according to COSHH
guidelines.
Trees
Safety surveys are carried out every six years by the council tree officers, with work
undertaken as necessary should any dead, dying or dangerous trees be found. Where
older, more significant trees are identified, more frequent surveys are carried out every 2-3
years. Reactive work is carried out in the event of an emergency.
Vehicular Access
Only maintenance operatives/contractors/utility companies are permitted to drive across
the Park, with a 5mph speed limit and flashing hazard lights showing. Reinstatement
works are carried out as necessary to resolve any vehicle damage.
Paddling Pool
During the school holidays a life guard is employed to sit by the pool and attend to any
emergencies. Out of the school holiday, this duty is carried out on a reactionary basis by
the grounds maintenance team, depending on the level of activity in the pool. The water is
tested five times a day to ensure pH and chlorine levels fall within the statutory amount. It
is also tested by an external company once a month to ensure that council readings are
accurate.
Boating Lake Fountains
The floating fountains are timer controlled and fed via mains electric supply from the depot.
The cables are trenched up to the lakes and then come through the lake wall and run
along the floor to the fountains.
Play Areas
All play sites are inspected weekly by appropriately qualified personnel, usually alternating
between a visual inspection for obvious damage and a more in depth operational
inspection checking for signs of wear and defects. Within Eastrop Park, on-site staff are
trained to carry out a daily visual inspection. Equipment is repaired or removed as soon as
is practicable and when appropriate. Play area signage includes location of nearest
telephones, as well as the council and Crimestoppers telephone numbers.
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5.4.2 Clean and Well Maintained
General Maintenance
The council’s on-site operations team carry out the day to day maintenance of the park.
The team is responsible for the following activities:







Litter picking.
Safety checks.
Graffiti removal.
Repairs to bins and benches.
General grounds maintenance.
Paddling pool and boating lake upkeep.

The schedule of works details the frequency of operations. With regards to graffiti, the
council will take action within 3 working days of graffiti being discovered or reported and
obscene graffiti will be removed within 24 hours.
Property Services are responsible for filling and emptying the paddling pool and the
upkeep of the river culverts.
Horticultural displays
All horticultural displays are planted and maintained in accordance with the councils
landscape specification.
5.4.3 Sustainability
In accordance with the council’s sustainability policy, the following practices are
recommended:
Materials
Tropical hardwoods are avoided, and all wood products must be certified by the Forestry
Stewardship Council as coming from sustainable sources. Recycled and local products will
always be considered, whilst products such as peat are not used as soil ameliorants.
Pesticides
Pesticide use is kept to a minimum, and alternative methods are used wherever possible.
All pesticide use is in strict adherence with the law, and following best practice.
Currently the only chemical used on site is Roundup Pro, a systemic Glyphosate based
product.
Waste Minimisation
Green waste production is kept to a minimum through re-use on site i.e. by chipping and
using as mulch on shrub beds and at the base of hedges where appropriate. Green waste
not reused on site is recycled by the council’s approved waste management contractor.
19
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Water Efficiency
Planting takes place in the appropriate season and is mulched to eliminate the need to
water. In an attempt to minimise water consumption, annual bedding schemes have been
reduced to a few, high profile areas with varieties specifically chosen for their drought
tolerant characteristics.
All hanging baskets and barrier planters contain reservoirs to reduce watering frequency.
The bedding is watered weekly and the baskets are watered once to twice a week
depending on weather conditions.
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6.0 ASSESSMENT & ANALYSIS OF FEATURES AND PRACTICES
Within this section, the key features and practices will be assessed to highlight any
management issues that will need to be addressed in order for the park to continue
to fulfil its functions. Recommendations will be made for how any issues can be
addressed if required.
It is proposed to undertake a feasibility study and masterplanning exercise to
establish the future direction of the park and it is likely that this will incorporate a
number of the issues outlined below.
6.1 Access
A welcoming place.
Issue 1: Due to the central location of Eastrop Park, it is very accessible by foot, car
and public transport, however visitor feedback and reviews on websites such as Trip
Advisor suggest that parking is an issue because the car parks are not large enough
to support the number of visitors during peak time, pushing visitors into neighbouring
roads. Recent measures have been taken to provide temporary overflow parking
during peak periods.
Solution:, An ‘Overflow Parking’ sign is required to notify visitors that they can park
on that part of the park. Usage should be monitored over the next year to observe
the impact and further options such as imposing parking charges should also be
considered.
Issue 2: Green Flag judges have previously noted that there is insufficient sign
posting to one of the town premier parks from the town centre and the entrances are
underwhelming. This has partly been addressed by improved signage within the
town centre, where nearby signs now include Eastrop Park.
Solution: Explore options for brown tourist signs from London Road.
Solution: Explore options to enhance all entrances.
Solution: In the short term replace sign in the main car park. In the long term review
park signage need and design as part of the master planning exercise.

6.2 Cultural & Heritage Value
Issue 3: The eastern end of the canal tow path hedgerow, the remaining feature of
the old Basingstoke canal, is in a state of disrepair.
Solution: Replant eastern end of the hedgerow from the park entrance to the start of
the car park.
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Issue 4: The council supports an extensive programme of events in Eastrop Park
that are very well attended, bringing the community together, giving visitors the
chance to celebrate Basingstoke’s multi-cultural diversity, but the park’s heritage is
not promoted as well.
While the canal heritage trails help portray the importance of the canal on the town’s
heritage there is little information on site regarding the natural heritage of the river, or
the mill that once stood on the site of the boating lake and the role they played in the
development of the town. There is also a lack of public art through the park.
Solution: Continue to support the extensive programme of social events and explore
options to enhance the park through the use of public art that reflects all aspects of
the cultural and natural heritage of the site. Entrances could be enhanced to provide
welcome to Basingstoke’s culturally diverse population.

6.3 Nature Conservation Features
Issue 5: Important species and habitats will form the basis for future maintenance
decisions in the Park, and there is the potential for small scale habitat enhancements
that would have the potential to improve the biodiversity of the park.
Solution: Ensure all trees and shrubs are managed to protect nesting birds and bat
roosts, and provide a valuable food source for birds and invertebrates.
Replace non-native planting and dog wood from thickets on the eastern edges and
alongside the footpath and river culvert at the western end with more appropriate
native species.
Restore the northern hedgerow boundary with a native mixed hedgerow suitable to
shade, to be maintained at a height of 1m to create a visual screen and sense of
enclosure.
The boating lakes are popular with variety of wildfowl including coots, mallards and
little egrets. Options should be explored to improve the habitat for wildfowl with
either an element of marginal planting or the creation of small planted islands.
The wildflower area adjacent to the wooden bridge is more of a dense nettle patch,
and adjacent tree felling has left the area looking unmanaged. Although wild flower
turf has previously been attempted in this area, there had not been enough time
carry out the appropriate ground preparation ahead of laying the turf. Look at
solutions to enhance wildflower plantings and consider replanting part of area with
fruit trees.
Issue 6: The River Loddon has the potential to support aquatic wildlife however that
potential is greatly reduced due to the fact that it’s culverted. In the open sections of
river, the banks are very steep and held up with timber revetments that eliminate
river bank habitats for a variety of riparian flora and fauna. A healthy river is an
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intrinsic part of our heritage and aesthetic value within a landscape. The council has
a duty under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 and the
council’s own Green Infrastructure Strategy to protect and conserve rivers and
streams for future generations to enjoy, and to maintain ‘good ecological status’ for
those species which are dependent upon them. This is given even higher priority as
the River Loddon is a chalk stream and therefore a priority habitat.
Significant sections of the underground culverts have been identified as failing during
a recent Environment Agency (EA) survey
Solution: Work with the Environment Agency to improve the ecological function of
the river, within the physical constraints presented by the underground culverts.
Cutting bays into the banks would help to reduce the steepness of the bank, and
facilitate opportunities for people to interact with the river in designated zones, there
is also potential to create more backwater habitats. Any physical changes to the
river would require consent from the Environment Agency.
Solution: Explore options to open up the river culvert from behind the model boating
lake to the open channel at the eastern of the park and create an additional on-line
pond at the far eastern end along the original course of the river.
Issue 7: Eastrop Park once sat on a floodplain and is still very wet in places,
especially in the more naturalised eastern end of the park.
Solution: Explore options for restoring typical floodplain/water meadow species in
the area between the pond and the river. The area north of the model boating lake
and the far eastern end in particular is very damp year round, especially on the
northern bank of the river. There is potential at the extreme eastern end for another
online pond.

6.4 Recreational Value
Recreational Opportunities
Issue 8: Eastrop Park currently has excellent recreational provision however visitor
surveys and comments on Trip Advisor have regularly raised requests for the
provision of sheltered seating around the boat house catering facility, year round
provision of food and a wider choice. Catering provision is currently restricted to its
current format due to the restrictions imposed by the size of the boat house.
Solution: Look at options for extending the boat house, improving the catering
facility to enable a wider catering function and incorporating shelter for customers in
order to establish vibrant, year round provision that adds value to the visitor
experience of the park. Boat hose extension works should also ensure the health
and safety of all staff and users.
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Issue 9: The fitness trial is very popular but is very old requiring regular repairs and
some pieces have been removed. It can be very muddy around some apparatus,
making them very difficult to use when it’s wet.
Solution: replacing missing apparatus and either base each station with a suitable
all-weather surface or replace with outdoor gym equipment.
Issue 10: The play area is a very popular element of Eastrop Park and in very high
demand during peak times, putting pressure on existing infrastructure.
Solution: Review the play provision to ensure it best meet the needs of the park and
its users.
Issue 11: Model boating lake users have requested a bench and a shelter.
Solution: Install a wall bench adjacent to the model boating lake and explore options
for shelter provision.

Aesthetic Impact
Issue 12: Many of the horticultural displays, street furniture and paving around the
park are very outdated. There is also a mixed variety of street furniture styles
throughout the park that contributes to a tried and uncoordinated appearance. As
the park is one of the town’s most prominent recreational facilities, design features
should be of a very high standard.
Solution: As part of the Feasibility Study replace all street furniture and paving with
a co-ordinated contemporary design that reflects the urban/rural fringe location and
ensure that all future structures are included in the asset register. Produce new
designs for horticultural displays throughout the park.
Issue 13: The currently uninviting woodland strip on the northern side of the Loddon
could be enhanced to create an attractive alternate route into the park from Eastrop
Link.
Solution: Clear non-native species and sycamore saplings and plant with woodland
spring bulbs to create a woodland walk. A small bridge will be required to cross the
Loddon at the entrance to the park. This would also increase the distance of the
circular route around the park adding to the recreational interest for those who use
the park for informal exercise
Issue 14: The large, visually prominent mound that supports the footbridge to Basing
View is unattractive and hard to manage. It has been used a lot in the past by BMX
riders who have damaged any planting and risked injury by coming down at speed
so close to the boating lakes. It has been planted with pyracantha to deter people
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from using it a BMX ramp but this makes it hard to control perennial weeds such as
bindweed.
Solution: Investigate options for making the mound a more attractive feature.

Community Involvement
Issue 15: Members of local communities, volunteer groups and Friends Groups
often seek to have an active role in their local parks. They benefit parks in various
ways, such as conducting fundraising efforts, providing volunteer services, assisting
with resource management and preservation, and publicising important issues, and
often play a valued role in assisting the delivery of aims and objectives of the
management plan. Although there are a lot of members of the local community who
support the park, especially in the delivery of large public events assisting at events,
Eastrop Park does not have a Friend’s Group.
Solution: Within Eastrop Park, there are opportunities to assist in the practical
delivery of objectives. Activities could include:






Management of the River Loddon and wild area.
Visitor and wildlife surveys,
Some maintenance tasks,
Fund raising and applying for grants,
Community events and education.

The establishment of a sustainably active group and the provision of relevant training
should be explored to increase the options for managing the park through an
additional resource, to provide the opportunity for the local residents, including
younger visitors, to develop skills and contribute to a stronger sense of ownership,
which could help tackle some of the on-going issues of vandalism and anti-social
behaviour.
Issue 16: Feedback from users of the park is a key element in the management of
parks. This information can help inform how the park is used, what features work,
what features need to be improved or provided. These can identify ways to
encourage more users to enjoy the area and health benefits the outdoors can bring.
Solution: Continue regular visitor surveys and following analysis of results include
additional actions in the plan as necessary at the next review ensuring that all ethnic
and cultural groups continue to feel at home with their visitor experience.
Stakeholder engagement
Issue 17: Historically there has been very little in the way of stakeholder
engagement in the management Eastrop Park.
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Solution: The process of developing the management plan surveying visitor opinion
has given park users and stakeholder the opportunity to comment on the park. The
plan will attempt to address as many of the issues raised as possible through the 10
year period with regular review. Opportunities should be explored to encourage a
wide spectrum of multi-cultural events and activities.

6.5 Operational Practices
Clean and well maintained
Issue 18: The Environment Agency has highlighted that there are parts of the river
culverts running under the park that are likely to require repairs within the next five
years.
Solution: A feasibility study was carried out in 2012/13 looking at options for
deculverting the river as much as possible, thereby eliminating the cost of future
repairs; however the economic cost and impact on the recreational functionality of
the park meant that such extensive works weren’t viable. There is the potential to
deculvert a small section of the river but the majority of repairs will need to focus on
underground culvert restoration.
Issue 19: There are a number of issues surrounding the boating lakes. Solutions for
these problems should be addressed as part of the feasibility study. The need for
remedial action in the meantime to prevent on-going hazards must be regularly
reviewed and actioned immediately:






A condition assessment needs to be made of the lining of the lakes and
appropriate action taken to address any issues. Additionally, the incremental
additions such as the cables that serve the fountains mean that it is difficult to
de-silt the lake. Subject to the outcomes of the assessment which will be
included within the feasibility study, produce appropriate solutions for relining
the lakes and improving maintenance access.
Algae is a regular problem throughout the summer, which looks very
unsightly, affects the function of the pedalos and the ability to use the model
boating lake, and smells. This will need to be addressed via the feasibility
study and may be resolved by regularly de-silting the lakes.
The fountains in the boating lakes are prominent aesthetic features as well as
providing a function in keeping the algae under control. There are on-going
issues with damage caused by pedalos. A review of their operation and
design is required to ensure that they continue to fulfil their purpose. One
option could be to sit them on small islands to protect them. These islands
could be naturalised to support biodiversity.

Issue 20: There is a frequent problem with children scooping sludge from the lake
and throwing it into the paddling pool.
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Solution: This issue will be considered as part of the overall review of the park and
appropriate solutions rolled out.
Issue 21: The cleanliness of the toilets is constantly raised as an issue in visitor
surveys and via Trip Advisor.
Solution: Review the resource and current maintenance schedule for toilet
cleansing and look at refurbishing the old toilet block.
Issue 22: Boat house catering and pedalo contract also includes informal
maintenance tasks regarding the maintenance of water levels in the boating lake
during weekends and bank holidays.
Solution: A review of the contract arrangements for this facility will be undertaken.
Safe & Secure
Issue 23: The paddling pool although exceedingly popular requires regular repair to
the mosaic tiles and constant safety checks and supervision when in action.
Solution: As part of the review of the park, a review of the total cost of maintenance,
repair and supervision will be undertaken and assessed against provision of other
solutions such as a splash pad.
Issue 24: The footpaths and cycle paths all around the park are in deteriorating
condition and some cycleway signs are now concealed by maturing vegetation.
Solution: Approach HCC for repairs/resurfacing and ensure all entrances are easily
accessible to all and all signs are clearly visible and in good condition.
Issue 25: The wooden bridge crossing the Loddon at the eastern end of the park
isn’t strong enough to take vehicular traffic, making it especially challenging to carry
out tree maintenance.
Solution: Explore alternative solutions such as strengthening/replacing the bridge,
or providing other access solutions.
Issue 26: The habitat pond dipping platform isn’t big enough to cope with large
educational groups
Solution: Remove the railing so that both sides of the platform can be used. Hand
railing only required down either side of the steps.
6.6 Management and Resource
Due to the age of the infrastructure at Eastrop Park and its increasing popularity, a
substantial investment is required to ensure that the park’s assets are in sound
condition, and that its aesthetic design and recreational facilities provide a high value
visitor experience that directly relates to Basingstoke’s image, long into the future.
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Issue 26: The work required to implement the various aspects of the management
plan will need to be co-ordinated and undertaken in a systematic manner and will
need to be programmed into future work plans to ensure delivery within existing
budgets and resources.
Solution: Actions arising from the management planning process need to be
prioritised and incorporated into the relevant team’s objectives and work plans for the
following years to allow resources to be appropriately allocated. Develop a routine
maintenance schedule for the park.
Funding
Issue 27: Management of the park is funded through existing council capital and
revenue budgets, which are subject to periodic review and may change scope or
cease to be available.
Solution: Money has been set aside for year 16/17 to carry out a feasibility study on
impact and cost of the aspirations arising from the assessment and analysis of
Eastrop Park in this management plan and produce a detailed regeneration plan that
will steer future funding applications.
Opportunities for funding the regeneration plan exist via developer contributions as
part of Section 106 Agreements, the Community Infrastructure Levy, or the Local
Infrastructure Fund, and should be utilised where opportunities arise. Periodically
there are also external grant funding and corporate sponsorship opportunities or
work ‘in –kind’ from local organisations.
The potential for charging local businesses who wish to use the park for profitable
gain should also be explored (while taking into consideration the impact such
activities might have on other park users), with the money raised channelled back
into park development.
It is recognised that a number of aims for the Park are long term projects; therefore
any changes put in place must be sustainable, both financially and through long term
management in order for them to be achievable.
Resource
Issue 28: Some external funding sources are only available to community groups or
charitable organisations; therefore to maximise on opportunities for funding,
partnerships could be explored with organisations such as the Wessex Heritage
Trust or the Wildlife Trust who could apply for funding on our behalf .
Solution: For large projects where external funding is required, phased plans with
outline costs should be created should external funding opportunities arise.
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7.0 AIMS & OBJECTIVES

In order that the Vision for the park can be achieved, a number of aims and
objectives have been developed from the assessment and analysis. These will seek
to ensure that the future management of the park is delivered in accordance with the
stakeholders needs, balanced with the interests of the natural environment and
reflecting relevant policies. Each objective will indicate which issues are addressed:
Aim 1 - The prominent location, facilities and opportunities for recreation and
relaxation enable the local community to engage in more active and healthier
lifestyles both in terms of physical activity and for mental health and well-being,
creating an attractive space that is valued by residents and visitors and easily
accessible by all throughout the year.
Objective 1-1 – A feasibility study and master planning exercise will be developed to
upgrade existing facilities that creates a space that has high quality design and
inclusive recreational value at the heart of its vision.
Objective 1-2 – Visitor surveys will continue to be carried out from time to time, in
order to gain user perceptions of the site and highlight any issues that may need to
be addressed which will in turn inform future management.
Objective 1-3 – Parking issues will be monitored and addressed as necessary.

Aim 2 - The Park will be kept clean, safe and well maintained in order to ensure that
its qualities as a public amenity space within a heritage setting, contribute to a
positive image of Basingstoke and the borough.
Objective 2-4 – All infrastructure will be regularly maintained in a good state of
repair.
Objective 2-5 – Issues of graffiti and vandalism will be dealt with promptly, and
issues regarding weeds and general cleansing and repairs will be managed to
ensure the park is always clean and well maintained to its best potential.
Objective 2-6 – Street furniture will be chosen to best reflect the transition between
the contemporary town centre and the rural fringe.
Objective 2-7 – Trees will continue to be a safe and important feature of Eastrop
Park.
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Aim 3 - Management of the Park aims to constantly improve sustainability through
recycling, waste reduction and conserving resources, thus setting an example to the
wider community.
Objective 3-8 – New and replacement street furniture should be procured from a
sustainable source.
Objective 3-9 – Management and maintenance schedules will be put in place that
will prolong the life of planted areas, reducing the need for replanting and regular
maintenance of street furniture will reduce the need for replacement.
Objective 3-10 - Sustainable solutions will be sought for the on-going maintenance
of all assets

Aim 4 - The design of the Park should contribute to enhancing and extending the
local green infrastructure network. It should provide a safe haven for wildlife in a
diverse, natural environment, whilst continuing to be an important recreational green
space, and having good pedestrian and cycle links with the town and wider
countryside.
Objective 4-11 - The River Loddon, the boating lakes and thicket areas within the
Park will be developed to include a diverse range of characteristic plants, which will
encourage invertebrates, bats and birds.
Objective 4-13 – Native hedgerows and shrubby boundaries will be maintained to
ensure they have a healthy and long future, whilst protecting the habitats of the wide
variety of birds and wildlife that rely on them.
Objective 4-14 – A long term plan for replacing and restocking of planting within the
park will be produced to ensure that the qualities of the park continue in the future.
Consideration will be given to plants that provide valuable food sources/nesting
material for invertebrates and birds.

Aim 5 - The delivery of volunteer activities and events in the Park will help to
encourage greater participation in cultural and leisure activities, provide opportunities
for learning and help strengthen local communities by involving individuals from all
sectors and age groups. This in turn will encourage ownership and help inform
future management of the park. Promotional information will be provided by the
council to enable visitors to make the most of the Park as a community resource.
Objective 5-15 – Opportunities to develop a strong and sustainable Friends group
will be explored with a view to encouraging the local community to assist in the
delivery of the Plan, to support the council with the long term maintenance and
management of the Park.
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Objective 5-16 – Local schools, youth groups, multi-cultural and arts groups will be
encouraged to use the Park for educational activities. Encourage interaction with
other local groups that have similar interests and challenges.

Aim 6 - The plan will be regularly reviewed and updated to reflect the development
and use of the Park. Through partnership working, the views of users will be
considered in the on-going development of the plan, and opportunities for alternative
sources of funding will be sought where applicable or necessary.
Objective 6-18 - The plan will be referred to and updated regularly as the park and
its use develops. Delivery of objectives will be regularly reviewed to take account of
financial priorities and restrictions. External funding will be sought where possible.
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8.0 ACTION PLAN

The following briefly outlines identified actions that are required in order to achieve the overall aim for the Park. Some of these
actions are already being implemented.
A number of actions require further analysis as part of a park wide feasibility study programmed for year 2016/17. Once this has
been completed a detailed regeneration plan will be drawn up and its actions will be incorporated into the actions of the
management plan for delivery, where resources allow, over the duration of this management plan.
Aim 1 - The Park will be welcoming, attractive and accessible to all providing opportunities for the local community to engage in
more active and healthier lifestyles
ACTION

Undertake a feasibility study and master
planning exercise to guide future
development of the park – this is to include
the relevant short/medium term actions
where indicated below.
Install ‘Overflow Parking’ sign and monitor
impact of additional parking provision. As
part of a wider study, record car park usage
in all car parks over 12 months
Investigate potential for improving signage
from the town centre and brown tourist
signs from Churchill Way and the A30.
Install a bench for the model boat club
users.
Continue to deliver parks visitor survey
every five years.

PRIORITY
Short-long
term
Short

WHO

WHEN

FUNDING
SOURCE

Natural
Environment
Team

16/17

Successful
capital funding
bid

Short

Operations –
GM / parking
manager

2016

Existing
operational
resource

Short

Landscape
Officer
/Property
Services
Landscape
Officer
Community
Development
Officer Green

16/17

CHEF

16/17

GI
Improvements
Existing
Community
Development

Short
On-going

COMPLETED

COST (post
completion)

NOTES
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Create an attractive woodland walk
alongside the Loddon from Eastrop Link,
providing a bridge over the river from the
cycle path.
Make improvements to the trim trail to
facilitate year round use and replace
missing items.
Explore options to expand the boat house
café service to year round provision with
sheltered seating.

Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council

Short

Spaces
Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

resource

Aim 2 &3 - The Park will be kept clean, safe and maintained sustainably
ACTION

Explore options for making the boating
lakes and fountains easier and safer to
maintain
Asses the cost implications of replacing the
paddling pool with a splash pad
Request repairs to footpaths and
resurfacing of cycle path from HCC
Increase the number of cleansing visits to
the toilets during peak periods

PRIORITY
Short-long
term
Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Operations GM
Operations –
Cleansing

16/17

Property
Services
Operations GM
Operations GM

18/19

Short

Repair underground culverts

Medium

Replace/repair wooden bridge
Install handrails down either side of the
steps leading to the dipping platform but
remove the railing going across the dipping
platform so that the pond can be safely
accessed from each side.

Short
Short

WHO

WHEN

2016

FUNDING
SOURCE

COMPLETED

COST (post
completion)

NOTES

Existing
operational
resource

17/18
16/17
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Aim 4 - The Park contribute to green infrastructure
ACTION

Replant hawthorn hedge from eastern end
of park to car park

PRIORITY
Short-long
term
Short

WHO

WHEN

Operations GM

2017

Coppice over hanging trees around pond to
reduce shade and leaf litter

Short

Biodiversity
Operative

2016

Clear pile of bankside clearance from the
side of the entrance to the pond and
reseed
Thicken northern hedgerow boundary with
Churchill Way with shade tolerant native
mixed hedgerow and maintain at a height
of 1.5m
Ensure that all bankside planting is
appropriate for chalk stream riparian
habitat
Replace all no-natives in thickets areas
with a native wet woodland mix
Work with the environment agency to
increase the extent of open river through
the park and enhance its ecological
function.
Encourage establishment of meadow rich,
damp loving meadow species between wild
pond and the Loddon
Look at creating additional on-line pond,
encouraging wildflowers and planting fruit
trees at eastern end of the park.
Investigate options for improving the
boating lake for wildfowl and improving
base for fountains.

Short

Operations GM

16/17

Short

Operations GM

17/18

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Feasibility Study

16/17

FUNDING
SOURCE

COMPLETED

COST (post
completion)

NOTES

Existing
Operational
budgets
Existing Tree
maintenance
budgets
Existing
Operational
budgets
Existing
Operational
budgets
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Aim 5- Delivery of volunteer activities, public events and cultural activities
ACTION

Look at options to increase public art
through the park

PRIORITY
Short-long
term
Short

WHO

WHEN

Feasibility Study

16/17

Short

Community
Development
officer (Green
Spaces),
Friends of
Loddon Vale
Parks
Community
development
team, Events

17/18

Develop a sustainable ‘Friends’ group for
Eastrop park and with them define the
activities with which they would like to
become regularly involved.
Continue to support a wide variety of public
events

On-going

FUNDING
SOURCE

COMPLETED

COST (post
completion)

NOTES

COMPLETED

COST (post
completion)

NOTES

Existing
Community
Development
budgets

External and
community
development
budgets

Aim 6– The plan will be regularly reviewed and updated and funding opportunities secured
ACTION

Set up a cross team biannual inspection to
pick up any areas that require priority
attention in the coming year. All issues to
be included in the management plan
annual review.
Monitor delivery of actions from the
management plan
Explore all options for partnership working
to make full use of external funding to
include: Grant applications, sponsorship,
income from commercial business use.

PRIORITY
Short-long
term
Short

WHO

On-going

Landscape
Officer

On-going

Landscape
Officer

WHEN

Operations/
NET/
Volunteers

FUNDING
SOURCE
N/A

Ongoing

N/A

N/A
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9.0 WORK PROGRAMME
Landscape
Officer
(LO)

Parks
Development
Officer
(PDO)

Tree
Officer
(TO)

Biodiversity
Officer
(BO)

Community
Development
Officer
(CDO)

2016
Action plan feasibility study and outline
regeneration plan

LO

LA

Install overflow car park sign and monitor usage

GM

Investigate signage from town centre, Churchill
way and A30

LO

Install bench for model boat club users

LO

Formerly request that HCC dress footpaths and
cycle way via roads@hants.gov.uk

GM

Increase frequency of toilet cleansing

SC

2017
LO

Development

Repair underground culverts

Landscape
Architect
(LA)

2018

2019

Property
services
(PS)

2020

Ops –
Grounds
Maintenance
(GM)

2021

2022

Ops –
Street
Cleansing
(SC)

2023

Ops –
Special
Services
(SS)

2024

Volunteers
(V)

2025

2026

LA

PS

Replace/repair wooden bridge

GM

Replant hawthorn hedge from eastern entrance
to second car park

GM

Dipping platform improvements

GM

Coppice over hanging trees around the pond

TO
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Clear pile of dredged material from side of
entrance to pond
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GM

Gap fill northern hedgerow boundary with shade
tolerant species

GM

Develop ‘Friends of Eastrop Park’ group

CDO

Carry out twice Biannual visitors survey

CDO

CDO

CDO

CDO
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10.0 ASSET REGISTER

Item

Number

Supplier

Model

Material / Colour

Install Date

Maintenance

Frequency
Annual

Risk
Owner
Ops SC

Inspection
frequency
Annual

Bins

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Benches

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Picnic tables

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Paddling
pool

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

1970

Paddling
pool pump
house

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

1970

Boating
Lakes

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

1970

Ops SC –Clean/
varnish/ paint/
repair
Ops GM –Clean/
varnish/ paint/
repair
Ops GM –Clean/
varnish/ paint/
repair
Commission with
pre-season service
in time for Easter
school holidays.
Inspection for PH,
Chlorine and
condition check 5 x
day. Decommission
October.
Commission with
pre-season service
in time for Easter
school holidays.
Inspection for PH,
Chlorine and
condition check 5 x
day. Decommission
October.
Ops GM, top up
levels as required,
remove algae, litter
pick daily obvious
debris, and desilt
annually

Annual

Ops GM

Annual

Annual

Ops GM

Annual

Daily in
season

Property
Services

Daily in
season

Daily in
season

Property
Services

Annually

As required

Ops GM

5 years
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1

N/A

Boating Lake
Fountains

3

Goldsmith
Lakes

Raised bed
retaining
walls
Play Area &
Fitness Trail

2

Paving

2

Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council
N/A

N/A

N/A
2010

For details refer to Play Area Database held by Operations Specialist Services

Bridge

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Performance
Canopy
Dipping
platform

1
1

N/A

N/A

N/A

2008

River
Culverts

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

1970

2005

Repairs and service
as required
Clean filters and
nozzles,
Replace bulbs as
required.
Re-pointing

Inspect and repair
as required

Weed treat, sweep,
Structural integrity
inspection and
repairs
Clean, tension and
safety check
varnish/ structural
repair/ repair nonslip surface
N/A

Annually

Monthly

Property
Services
Ops-GM

As required

Ops-GM

Annually

Weekly

Ops SS

Ops GM Monthly
Ops GM Annually

HCC –

External
Annual
inspection
Annually

Property
services

Annually

Annually

Property
Services
Ops GM

Annually

Property
Services

5 years

Annually

None

Annually

Highways
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11.0 MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
Jan
Daily

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Paddling pool safety checks
Empty litter/dog bins
Sweep footpaths
Play area inspections

Weekly

Adjust boating lake water levels
Litter pick site including accessible litter from river and
boating lakes
Cut amenity grass areas
Weed spray paths and paving around boating lakes
Remove graffiti
Maintain boating lake fountains
Weed horticultural displays

Monthly
Sweep leaves on paths in autumn
Update notice board
General park inspection
Quarterly

Rotationally clear cut back vegetation from pond
edges, leave for one week then clear from site.
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Prune shrub beds and hedgerows
Annually

Carry out asset audit and general quality inspection.
Undertake maintenance and repair work as required
(seats, bins signage, bridge, art work)

5 Yearly

General Tree inspection
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MONITORING AND REVIEW SCHEDULE
BDBC

KEY

HBIC
2016
Annual progress review

Monitoring

Asset inspection
Five yearly management plan review
General Tree inspection
Species survey (formal survey every 5-10 years)
Visitor survey

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027
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In order to keep up with developing policies and laws, as well as a better
understanding of the changing needs and expectations of users, those responsible
for implementing the plan will review progress and achievements every five years.
Amendments and additions will be made as necessary. These reviews will be
informed by the annual meetings held between those monitoring the management
plan and all those involved with delivering the maintenance operations.
Many of the on-going phased and rotational schedules will inform future
maintenance decisions beyond the scope of this plan. Regular surveys and reviews
should allow amendments to the plan as necessary to ensure it remains current and
appropriate for the site. They will also provide opportunity to extend the plan.
A review of the impacts the management is having on the habitats should be
included within every other management plan review i.e. every 10 years.
Survey results and progress will be shared with stakeholders as required, and BDBC
will work in partnership with other agencies to ensure the long term aims for the park
are achieved and maintained.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Biodiversity Action Plan - an internationally recognized
program addressing threatened species and habitats and is
BAP
designed to protect and restore biological systems.

There are only around 200 chalk streams in the world, and
85% of these are found in England. A combination of geology
and climate means that the UK’s chalk streams have
characteristic features that support special wildlife habitats and
species. They are fed from groundwater aquifers, meaning that
the water is of high clarity and good chemical quality. It is the
quality of the waters as well as the gravels of the river bed that
make chalk streams so precious for invertebrates, such as rare
species like the fine-lined pea mussel and a range of mayfly
species, as well as for damselflies such as the Southern
damselfly.

Chalk Stream

The abundance of insects in a pristine chalk stream provides
food for fish species, and the well vegetated banks and
channels provide fish with shelter from predators. Chalk
streams are important habitats for fish such as brown trout,
Atlantic salmon, brook lamprey and bullhead. Other key
species that live along our chalk streams are the otter, water
vole, kingfisher, water shrew and white-clawed crayfish.
Chalk streams also have characteristic plant communities,
many of which can be seen in the channel- for example river
water crowfoot and starworts, with plants such as watercress
and lesser water-parsnip along the margins. These plants and
the crystal clear waters make chalk streams the most beautiful
and iconic of all our rivers.

COSHH

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations – UK
statutory requirements on employers to protect employees and
other persons from the hazards of substances used at work.

HBIC

Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre – A partnership led
initiative, established to bring together valuable information on
Hampshire’s wildlife and natural environment, and to collate
and manage this data.

LANTRA

Land Training – A sector skills council, supporting skills and
training in the land based and environmental sector.
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NPTC

National Proficiency Testing Council – City and Guilds land
based services delivering short courses to provide the skills
required for certificate of competence qualifications.

Red list
species

When a species' breeding population or range has declined by
more than 50% in the last 25 years, is not recovering from a
historical decline, or is globally threatened species, it is placed
on the red list of Birds of Conservation Concern. The list was
revised in 2002 by a number of conservation organisations.

Right of Way

The legal right, established by usage or grant, to pass along a
specific route through grounds or property belonging to
another.

Scrub

Low level shrubby undergrowth such as Bramble

SINC

Site of Importance for Nature Conservation – designated by the
county council as a locally valued wildlife site assessed against
detailed criteria, usually containing notable species or habitat.

Stakeholder

A person, group or organisation with an interest or concern in
something
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APPENDIX 1 - THE POLICY CONTEXT FOR THE MANAGEMENT PLAN
The Council Plan 2016-2020– this sets out the council’s priorities over a period of
time and these underpin the delivery of council services. The priority to ‘Improve
resident’s quality of life’ directly supports our plans for the park.
Green Infrastructure Strategy – this strategy seeks to provide a planned and
managed network of green infrastructure across the borough. In order to achieve
this, BDBC have set targets to maintain, restore or create specific habitats, of which
the Park will contribute to through the contribution to biodiversity of mature trees and
ornamental horticulture, and enhancement of the ornamental river. The
management of significant open spaces can contribute to GI via the development of
management plans to deliver improvements.
Living Landscapes – sets out a range of aims and objectives that seeks to protect
and enhance the flora and fauna within the borough. These aims are to be partially
achieved through managing biodiversity on council owned land, working with
community conservation groups, and identifying important species and key habitats,
some of which are present at the Park.
Tree Policy – sets out how the council will carry out its various tree functions to
ensure safety of council trees, maintain and encourage biodiversity and maintain and
improve landscape quality.
Pride in our Place – The Community Strategy sets a vision for the borough and
describes how the council intends to deliver social, economic and environmental
well-being to achieve it.
Climate Change Strategy – currently in the process of being reviewed and revised,
but aims to reduce council carbon emissions as well as preparing and planning for
the inevitable impacts of climate change.
Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation 2012-2025 – an assessment of the boroughs
current provision with objectives set to retain and maintain provision, improve quality
and capacity, enable development of new provision and drive up participation,
including improving access for disabled users, promoting walking and cycling links
and encouraging informal provision in parks and open spaces i.e. running and
cycling trails.
Sustainability Policy – to incorporate good sustainable working practices into
services and operations in order to provide sustainable development and
communities
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Procurement and Management Strategy 2013-2017 – undertakes to ensure that best
practice procurement and contract management practice is applied consistently
throughout the council. A key principle relevant to the management of parks is to
minimise environmental impacts by developing environmentally friendly processes
and supply environmentally friendly goods and services.
Conservation Area Appraisal – an on-going commitment from the council to preserve
and enhance the character and appearance of areas of special architectural or
historic interest in the town to provide a basis for making sustainable decisions about
its future management.
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APPENDIX 2 - GENERAL BDBC RESPONSIBILITES

Community Services
Natural Environment Team




Tree inspections and all elements of tree care. Any tree work must be carried
out in consultation with the Natural Environment Tree Team
Management planning
Biodiversity monitoring

Operations Team





Street cleansing
Grounds maintenance
Safety inspections
Quality inspections

Parking team


Car park management

Borough Development
Community Development Team




Developing and supporting community groups
Community engagement
Managing volunteer activities.

Community Safety Team


Antisocial behaviour issues managed in partnership with other agencies

Property Services



Boat House Contract
Maintenance and repair of the performance canopy, boat house and toilets,
Eastrop depot, paddling pool pump house and Eastrop Link fountains and car
park drains.
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APPENDIX 3 - HBIC SURVEY
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eastrop park, basingstoke
concept: to provide a contemporary urban park offering relaxation and recreation to the whole community. water as a central focus links three
separate character zones, within a high quality and stylish environment.

key
New main gateway from Eastrop Link at
western end of park

park-wide strategies to be adopted:

Secondary gateway entrances along
northern and southern boundaries

Existing individual trees

1. the introduction of a co-ordinated range of street furniture throughout the park to create a stylish and contemporary feel.
2. survey to be undertaken on all existing trees before any works commence, to assist decision making on any to be thinned or removed.
3. views will be opened up and spaces made to feel less intimidating by the removal or hard cutting back of tall imposing shrubs directly adjacent to footways.
4. continued efficient maintenance of existing successful areas within the park to enhance the new developments.

Hedgerows (existing and proposed - see
labels)

Proposed individual trees

Ornamental plant bed areas - proposed
(existing beds unshaded)

Existing tree/scrub grouping

Indication of site boundary

Proposed new footpath

Existing signage

Proposed new single jet fountain within
boating lake

Seating: picnic tables and benches

Marginal planting within water bodies (boating
lake and ponds)

Litter bins

Marginal planting to river banks

Proposed renovated stepping stones

Timber boardwalks and footbridges

Poor condition culverts

Proposed new culvert

Fair condition culverts

Meadow and natural bulb planting

area a

area b

main gateway

activity area
Busy and popular central section of the park. Existing recreation facilities to be
improved and enhanced to give a more modern feel, with additional improvements
to the landscape around the boating lake.

Strong linear route in to the park from basingstoke town centre. To be enhanced to
encourage users in to the park, open up views across the park and add visitor interest.

area c

Ornamental planting area in front of existing trees to be
re-designed, incorporating wide sweeping beds of
contemporary shrubs and seasonal bedding. Architectural
form to be included through the use of taller yuccas and
palms, which are popular with visitors.

wildlife zone
Naturalistic area of the park to be developed to provide more ecological diversity and visitor interest.
Valuable existing features including the tree avenue, wildflower meadow and ancient hedgerow will be
enhanced.

Boating lake area improved:
1. Paved area to be modernised with a new shape and new surfacing.
2. Existing stone walls surrounding the lake to be improved with chunky granite walling. Will
enable additional seating.
3. New curved benches and a shelter between the paddling pool and the lake added to
provide a permeable barrier and shaded seating.
4. Boating lake to have a new single jet fountain with underwater lighting. An interesting
linear element that will diffuse the traffic noise coming from the main road. Marginal planting
will soften the edges of the lake.
5. New metal railings around the performance area to help to ground the canopy and add to
the new look of the overall space.
6. Area of planting using taller trees and bedding around the perimeters of the lake. To help
break up the wide open space and provide shade.
7. The Boathouse to be improved by adding an all weather canopy over the seating area and
replacing the tables with a robust alternative. Additional future opportunities for the park's
cafe also a possibility.

New pedestrian footpath:
An alternative route through the park providing visitors
with more options and interest. Additional diversity to be
added through the planting of a pocket of unusual
ornamental trees around the route of the new path.

Northern bridge access improvements to encourage workers to use the park

Proposed Paddling pool area improvements:
Open Views through the park
to be enhanced by lifting the
crowns of this attractive existing
group of 3 trees.

stepping stones:
1. Existing river crossing to be enhanced and
upgraded through the renovation of the stepping
stones
2. A widened seating area with low ornamental plant
beds will allow an attractive resting point looking
over the space.

Woodland Walk
Footbridge crossing to new woodland walk
to provide attractive, alternate route through
the park, away from the main cycle route

Full length of boundary with Churchill Way
improved with a wide evergreen hedge (holly
or yew). To assist with the screening of
vehicle movement, strategic 'glimpses' from
the road being incorporated.

RC
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Gentle grassy banks
To be created in this sunny
open space to extend the
area for sunbathing and
relaxing.

Existing canalised river
bank graded and softened
through this section.

To include:
1. A gateway element to the Basing View side of the bridge as well as new directional signage
2. Re-surfacing of the bridge with a suitable and approved material to give a light and modern feel.
3. New architectural and groundcover planting to replace that struggling on the slopes overlooking the lake,
punctuated with boulders to stabilise and deter pedestrians 'sliding' down banks.
4. Paving detail at the bottom of the steps and new railings to tie in with those proposed around the lake.

1. New brightly coloured wetpour safety surfacing around the
perimeter and the option of movement activated water jets
for added play value and stimulus.
2. Steps within the pool added to improve accessibility.
3. Existing pump building renovated to be used for additional
seating.
4. Additional picnic tables to be installed within the popular
grass seating area nearby.

Open views to be improved

Thicken hedge with shade tolerant,
evergreen species to help reduce impact of
traffic on Churchill Way

Open views to be improved

ST
ILL WAY EA

CHURCH

Possible new river
channel

Through the selective thinning out of mature tree groups, which will also
encourage grass to grow where it is currently being shaded out.

Evergreen hedge (holly or yew) to assist
with the screening of vehicle movement.

Through the selective thinning out of mature
tree groups, which will also encourage grass
to grow where it is currently being shaded
out. Underplanting with damp loving spring
bulbs

Native marginal planting to help
anchor the toe of the bank as well
as provide aesthetic appeal and
interest.

Eastern Underpass entrance upgraded
for all users:
To include:
1. New bollards to match park street furniture
2. Upgraded lighting at each side of the underpass.
3. New railings on the far side between the footpath
and the main road.
4. A brightly painted mural reflecting a theme
popular with visitors to the park.

Possible new online
pond

Existing group of
conifers to be removed

Pond

Possible new pond

To open up views across the
park from both footpaths.

WAY EAST

River Loddon

Play Area

Boating Lake

Pond

Overflow Car Park

River Lo
ddon

Approach to underpass to be opened out to
improve feeling of safety for pedestrians
and allow longer views through the park.
Public
Toilets

EASTROP WAY

o
The B

athou

All vegetation to be cut back to at least 1m from footpath
edges, and on southern side of path all ornamental trees to
be removed leaving only the ancient hedgerow.

fe
se Ca

New Pedestrian bridge:
Picnic Area
Entrance footpath made to feel more open by thinning
existing trees and vegetation on the opposite side of
the river. Non native shrubs along path edges will be
removed or replaced with lower growing, native
varieties, appropriate to its river side setting, to widen
the views through the park, and a space for some
simple public art will be provided within a new
woodland planted area on the opposite side of the
water.

Town Centre Entrance to be Upgraded
To incorporate:
1. A programme of tree thinning to open up the space and
make it more inviting whilst retaining the screening effect
over Basing View.
2. Existing overgrown planting replaced with new species.
3.The addition of a new contemporary gateway structure,
positioned to attract pedestrians from Eastrop Link. This
would be constructed from materials similar to those used
within the link and could possibly be themed to reflect the
park's history. Further consultation and artist involvement
would be necessary.

Existing wide grass verge
to be maintained in its
successful current form,
dotted with trees and
shrubs.
Main footpath and cycleway
through park to be re-surfaced

AY

OP W

R
EAST

Public
Toilets

To include marginal planting and
improvement to the existing island, to
encourage wildlife and ecological value.
All planted areas to have sturdy edging
such as woven willow, to ensure model
boats do not get caught in any soft earth
edges.

Main car park and Council depot to be
improved to enhance this entrance point:
1. Entrance gates painted
2. Plant beds added at entrances to highlight them
3. Bin store to house and disguise waste area
4. Coloured surfacing to mark pedestrian areas of car park
5. New railings to depot improve its visual appearance

All secondary access points along northern
and southern boundaries to be highlighted
with small gateway elements to assist in
raising the external image of the park,
attracting more visitors.

Naturalisation of pond (After
consultation with Model Boat
Club):

To link the existing ponds and to add
new routes and additional interest
for all visitors to the park. New
footpaths then continue to link to the
existing main route.

Ancient hedgerow:
To be made a feature, through
the introduction of stylish
interpretation panels to assist
in providing visitors with
information.
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